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Congratulations! This big world is now yours to explore and conquer. And it costs money. Together we’ll walk through some really big and important life-changing decisions you will soon face from paying off student loans, switching jobs, buying a house, getting married, comingling your finances, having a baby, giving up your career (or not) to be a full-time mom, and what to do if tragedy strikes. Money is at the heart of these decisions and experiences. Prepare yourself now. This book is a practical, real-life guide for transforming young women into financially confident
adults. You will turn to this book again and again as your life evolves through your twenties and thirties for unbiased, straightforward money advice rather than relying on parents, significant others, or inexperienced family and friends to tell you what to do with your finances. It’s your life. Smart money moves will help you live it better every day.
Contains quizzes, tips, and advice on money, and includes a section with 101 moneymaking ideas.
This book--now with updated content and illustrations--offers girls straight talk on what to do when it seems like everyone's wondering "who likes who?" It includes sensitive, insightful, honest advice from girls and boys on being friends, going out, breaking up, and just being themselves. Plus, it includes tips and quizzes that lend valuable perspective on the beginning and ending of relationships.
THE SMART GIRL'S GUIDE TO FRIENDSHIP is the essential guide to making, keeping and being a brilliant friend. Every smart girl knows the importance of friendship as she grows up - best friends share support, love and laughter, but what happens when things go wrong?
A Smart Girl's Guide to Staying Home Alone
Cooking
The Smart Girl's Guide To Life
How to Use Your Body and Mind to Play and Feel Your Best
Everything You Need to Know About Open Relationships, Non-Monogamy, and Alternative Love
Is This Normal?
Making Money

Merryn Somerset Webb, star of Channel 4's hit series ‘Superscrimpers’, shows you how to face the future with both money and confidence in this financial bible for sassy women.
Through her phenomenally popular and award-winning podcast, She's on the Money, Victoria Devine has built an empowered and supportive community of women finding their way to financial freedom. Honest, relatable, non-judgemental and motivating, Victoria is a financial adviser who knows what millennial life is really like and where we can get stuck with money stuff. (Did someone say 'Afterpay'...?) So, to help you hit your money goals without skimping on brunch, she's put all her
expert advice into this accessible guide that will set you up for a healthy and happy future. Learn how to be more secure, independent and informed with your money - with clear steps on how to budget, clear debts, build savings, start investing, buy property and much more. And along with all the practical information, Victoria will guide you through the sometimes-tricky psychology surrounding money so you can establish the values, habits and confidence that will help you build your
wealth long-term. Just like the podcast, the book is full of real-life money stories from members of the She's on the Money community who candidly share their experiences, wins and lessons learned to inspire others to turn their stories around, too. And with templates and activities throughout, plus a twelve-month plan to get you started, you can immediately put Victoria's recommendations into action in your own life. You are not alone on your financial journey, and with the money
principles in this book you'll go further than you ever thought possible.
Filled with more than 100 letters from everyday girls, a fact-filled resource provides expert answers about adolescence and the body while offering advice about how to talk with parents about uncomfortable subjects. Original.
Offers advice to girls dealing with various aspects of divorce, remarriage, and stepfamilies.
How to Make Food for Your Friends, Your Family and Yourself
Games and Activities for a Smart Girl's Guide: Babysitting
Making Them & Keeping Them
A Smart Girl's Guide to Her Parents' Divorce
Staying True to Yourself in Changing Times
Boys
A Girl's Guide to Feeling Safe and Having Fun

Provides tips and guidance for young girls when navigating their digital worlds, discussing such issues as the ways in which people communicate online, the need for taking breaks from technology, and the importance of online safety.
In this book, personal development coach Mary Hartley explains how women can discover the secrets of assertiveness in order to live happier, healthier and more fulfilling lives. Taking a fun and sophisticated approach, the book is designed to be appealing to students, career girls and yummy mummies. Mary begins by explaining what assertiveness is and why it matters. She goes on to help the reader identify common patterns of behaviour - aggression, passivity and manipulation - providing guidance as to why we sometimes behave in these ways and the problems such patterns of behaviour can cause. Mary shows how
assertive behaviour brings about the best results in every aspect of your life - helping you achieve both your career and personal goals. By being assertive we can learn how to express our needs and views honestly, effectively and gracefully, without leaving a disaster in our wake. You will find tips on effective communication and body language, as well as guidance on how to handle common difficult situations, including: ? Dealing with criticism ? Giving an honest opinion ? Coping with intimidation ? Overcoming shyness
The Smart Girl's Guide to Life is the essential guide to navigating the tricky and unexpected moments in life. Perfect for teen and 'tween' girls moving from primary to secondary school, this book is filled with practical and friendly advice about money, careers, boys and self-confidence.
A practical reference for young girls helps them identify personal spending styles while outlining strategies for earning money, saving funds and making smart shopping choices as recommended through the quotes and tips of other girls. Original.
Drama, Rumors & Secrets
How to Look Great, Feel Fabulous, and Be a Better You
A Good Girl's Guide to Murder
Practical Tips for Staying Safe Online
A Smart Girl's Guide to Manners
The Smart Girl's Guide to Getting What You Want
How to Connect, Share, Play, and Keep Yourself Safe
Every smart girl knows when to ask for advice, and this book is an indispensable companion to growing up. Addressing all those cringey questions about periods, boys and boobs that adults squirm at answering, Anita Ganeri's sensible, light-hearted advice will calm the fears of any worried young woman.
Whether parents like it or not, romance is a part of girls' everyday lives. They see it in the media and hear about it from their friends and older family members. They may be having feelings they're not even sure how to define. It's all very exciting, but also very confusing for girls. This book helps answer all the questions popping up in her head: How can you tell if a person likes you? How do you tell someone you like them? What if you haven't had a crush yet? And, ugh, what about rejection? It includes tips and quizzes, plus
age-appropriate and honest advice on navigating social situations and, most importantly, staying true to herself through any relationship.
Have you ever thought about how awesome cooking really is? It's actually pretty cool to take ingredients and combine them in a special way to make something totally different - and delicious! Plus, sharing your tasty creations with family and friends makes it even more fun. Think of this book as your first step toward developing your culinary skills. You'll learn the basics like chopping, mixing, and blending; then you'll practice those skills with some classic recipes. Your family and friends will be amazed when you delight their
taste buds! But that's not all. Cooking is also about presentation and making things look appetizing. You'll get tips and suggestions for pretty presentations, and learn how to plan a complete meal, too. So grab an apron, plop on a chef's hat, and get cooking!
Offers girls help dealing with backstabbing, bullying, betrayal and other tough friendship problems through advice, quizzes, tips, and accounts of girls who have overcome their differences and strengthened their friendship.
Clever Girl Finance
The Smart Girl's Guide to Friendship
Everything You Need to Know about Adventuring Near and Far
The Smart Girl's Guide to Money After College
The Smart Girl's Guide to Getting Rich
Sports & Fitness
Everything You Need to Know about Juggling More Homework, More Teachers, and More Friends!
Travel is all about adventure. It's about trying new things and meeting new people. This book shows you how to be a confident and happy traveler, whether you are going to your grandma's house just a few hours away or you're making a trek across the world. Filled with fun quizzes, smart safety tips, and cool trivia, this book will help you get ready for a lifetime of adventure!
What would you love. Love what you eat. No labels. No fuss. It's not about what you call yourself--it's about how you feel. Whether you're going vegan, vegetarian, fish-only, chicken-only, or all veggies except grandma's famous pigs-in-a-blanket, this book is your new best friend. Eating less meat can boost your energy, help you lose weight, and it's better for the environment. If you're looking to cut down on meat
or cut it out completely, here you'll find awesome advice and the answers you need to make it work for you. Get the Scoop On: •Daily meal ideas and easy recipes even your non-veggie friends will want to try •How to convince your family this isn't just a fad or a phase •Finding good food when you're away from home: veggie-friendly restaurants, colleges, and travel spots •Getting enough iron, protein, and other vital
nutrients to be healthy (because being vegetarian does NOT mean a diet of ice cream and pasta) •Sneaky meaty things that can end up in food that seems perfectly safe for vegetarians
Are you in an abusive or unhappy relationship? Do you try too hard to please your friends at the expense of your own needs and wants? Are you subservient to others and do you find yourself unable to become independent? Do you suffer from negative self-talk? These are all signs that your self-care regimen is deficient in some way. The Smart Girl's Guide to Self-Care tackles the common problems of effective self-care
with practical suggestions for practices that will create a sustainable, lifelong self-care routine. For those who are beginners to concepts like mindfulness, meditation, opposite action, positive rebellion, positive affirmations and radical acceptance, this book will provide a useful and comprehensive introduction. For those struggling from the trauma of emotionally abusive relationships, this book will guide you
in recognizing the signs of abuse, creating a reverse discourse that challenges ruminations over the abuse, moving forward successfully after a break-up using no contact, and techniques on coping with trauma in constructive and meaningful ways. Each chapter of this book also provides a list of supplemental resources as well as a recommended reading list to guide you on this journey to greater self-love and selfcare. Although this book is intended for everyone, its target audience is young women who are socialized to believe that their needs and wants don't matter and that their relationships with others are much more important than the relationship they have with themselves. In order to have healthy, happy relationships with others, we must first cultivate healthy, happy relationships with ourselves and eradicate the
toxic habits that deplete us of the self-love and self-acceptance necessary for a fulfilling life. You may be wondering: How is it possible to banish the browbeating bully inside your own head, influenced by all the bullies you've encountered in real life? How do you learn how to be more present in the moment rather than ruminating over the pitfalls of your past? How do you learn to love yourself, despite all of the
experiences that tell you you aren't even worthy of your own respect and appreciation? Using a patchwork of diverse techniques and practices, The Smart Girl's Guide to Self-Care answers these questions through a holistic program of tending to the mind, body and spirit in healthier and more productive ways, serving as the portal to immense healing and enabling you to stage your own recovery and victory in ways you
never thought possible.
Take charge of your finances and achieve financial independence – the Clever Girl way Join the ranks of thousands of smart and savvy women who have turned to money expert and author Bola Sokunbi for guidance on ditching debt, saving money, and building real wealth. Sokunbi, the force behind the hugely popular Clever Girl Finance website, draws on her personal money mistakes and financial redemption to educate and
empower a new generation of women on their journey to financial freedom. Lighthearted and accessible, Clever Girl Finance encourages women to talk about money and financial wellness and shows them how to navigate their own murky financial waters and come out afloat on the other side. Monitor your expenses, build a budget, and stick with it Make the most of a modest salary and still have money to spare Keep your
credit in check and clean up credit card chaos Start and succeed at your side hustle Build a nest egg and invest in your future Transform your money mindset and be accountable for your financial well-being Feel the power of real-world stories from other “clever girls” Put yourself on the path to financial success with the valuable lessons learned from Clever Girl Finance.
A Smart Girl's Guide to Starting Middle School
How to Feel Less Stressed and Have More Fun
The Smart Girl's Guide to Going Vegetarian
The Smart Girl's Guide To Growing Up
More Girls' Questions, Answered by the Editors of the Care and Keeping of You
Surviving Crushes, Staying True to Yourself & Other Stuff
Shares expert advice for how to avoid and diffuse drama-related challenges including jealousy, gossip and cyberbullying, offering insights into the psychology of drama based on the experiences of real girls. Original.
An introduction to socially acceptable conduct in all sorts of situations.
A Smart Girl's GuideMoney : how to Make It, Save It, and Spend itAmer Girl Pub
The whirlwind of social media, online dating, and mobile apps can make life a dream—or a nightmare. For every trustworthy website, there are countless jerks, bullies, and scam artists who want to harvest your personal information for their own purposes. But you can fight back, right now. In The Smart Girl’s Guide to Privacy, award-winning author and investigative journalist Violet Blue shows you how women are targeted online and how to keep yourself safe. Blue’s practical, user-friendly advice will teach you how to: –Delete
personal content from websites –Use website and browser privacy controls effectively –Recover from and prevent identity theft –Figure out where the law protects you—and where it doesn’t –Set up safe online profiles –Remove yourself from people-finder websites Even if your privacy has already been compromised, don’t panic. It’s not too late to take control. Let The Smart Girl’s Guide to Privacy help you cut through the confusion and start protecting your online life.
How to be assertive with wit, style and grace
The Smart Girl's Guide to Self-Care
A Smart Girl's Guide to Money
How to Land on Your Feet When Your World Turns Upside Down
How to Make It, Save It, and Spend It
Well-Heeled
Super Sitter's Playbook
"Originally published in paperback by Egmont UK Ltd., London, in 2019."--Title page verso.
The bewitching tenth-anniversary edition of the classic children's novel Coraline by Neil Gaiman, featuring spellbinding illustrations from Chris Riddell and an exclusive new introduction by the author 'I was enthralled' - Philip Pullman There is something strange about Coraline's new home. It's not the mist, or the cat that always seems to be watching her, nor the signs of danger that Miss Spink and Miss Forcible, her new neighbours, read in the tea leaves. It's the other house – the one behind the old door in the drawing room. Another mother and father with black-button eyes and papery skin are waiting for Coraline
to join them there. And they want her to stay with them. For ever. She knows that if she ventures through that door, she may never come back. This deliciously creepy, gripping novel is packed with glorious illustrations by Chris Riddell, and is guaranteed to delight and entrance readers of all ages.
A companion to A Smart Girl's Guide: Money features quizzes for helping young girls identify money-earning ventures that are most compatible with their personalities, sharing practical and engaging strategies for knowing what to charge and managing money responsibly. Original.
Sometimes when we worry about something, it feels like we're the only ones - and that makes us even more worried! But really, everyone worries about something from time to time. Sometimes the worries are about big things, like an argument with a friend, taking an important test, or having to perform in front of a crowd; and sometimes the worry is about smaller things like having a bad hair day or saying something embarrassing. But regardless of what the worry is about, it never feels fun to worry! This book will help you put a stop to worrying as soon as it starts. Take interesting quizzes to discover more about
yourself and the things that concern you, and get great tips and tricks for creating a sense of calm. Plus, read some really helpful advice from girls just like you who found a way to relax their worries. The whole book is packed with techniques for handling worry, creating confidence, and inspiring you to be the girl you're meant to be.
Dealing with Fights, Being Left Out & the Whole Popularity Thing
Girl Talk, Money Talk
A Smart Girl's Guide to Boys
The Secrets to Grace, Confidence, and Being Your Best
Getting It Together How to Organize Your Space, Your Stuff, Your Time-And Your Life
Friends
Ditch debt, save money and build real wealth

Offers advice on a variety of topics relating to starting middle school, including setting up a morning routine, equipping a locker, and tackling extra homework. Original.
Offers advice to and from girls on how to make and keep friends, and includes five mini friendship posters inserted in the back of the book.
Explains what to expect when one is left home alone and how to respond when the unexpected happens, with activities to help learn about one's home, neighborhood, and capabilities.
Financial analyst Lesley-Anne Scorgie lays out the roadmap for young women to be financially independent and debt-free. Whether you’re financially maxed out or rolling in hundred-dollar bills, if you want to be rich, Well-Heeled is for you! As a financially independent young woman, you will have the ability to determine the direction of your career and life path, allowing you to reach your full financial potential. So if you’re ready to make more money, live debt free, and build a nest egg that can support an
awesome future – one that’s designed by you and includes the splash, the chic, and the fun – check out Well-Heeled. In it, you will learn how to: live frugally without sacrificing life’s little indulgences; set a budget that enables you to have guilt-free fun; get out, and stay out, of debt; fight for your income; increase your savings; make savvy investment decisions just like the pros; and be financially smart in relationships. This guide will pump up your bank account and empower you to do and be whatever you
want in life. Don’t wait for success to come calling – start today!
A Smart Girl's Guide to Friendship Troubles
The Smart Girl's Guide to the G-Spot
Coraline
A Smart Girl's Guide: Crushes: Dating, Rejection, and Other Stuff
Surviving Crushes, Staying True to Yourself & Other Love Stuff
The Smart Girl's Guide to Privacy
A How-to Book for a Smart Girl's Guide: Money
To help girls decide whether to participate in a team sport or engage in a solo activity, this guide provides exercises to make their bodies stronger and last longer, confidence-building tips and brainpower drills, team and spirit-building activities, and tons of ideas from other girls. Illustrations.
No one likes a know-it-all, but everyone loves a girl with brains and heart. The Smart Girl's Guide to Polyamory is an intelligent and comprehensive guide to polyamory, open relationships, and other forms of alternative love, offering relationship advice radically different from anything you'll find on the magazine rack. This practical guidebook will help women break free of the mold of traditional monogamy, without the constraints of
jealousy, possessiveness, insecurity, and competition. The Smart Girl's Guide to Polyamory incorporates interviews and real-world advice from women of all ages in nontraditional relationships, as well as exercises for building self-awareness, confidence in communication, and strategies for managing and eliminating jealousy. If you're curious about exploring group sex, opening up your current monogamous relationship, or ready to “come
out” as polyamorous, this book covers it all! Whether you're a seasoned graduate, a timid freshman, or somewhere in between, you'll learn how to discover and craft unique relationships that are healthy, happy, sexy, and tailor-made for you. Because when it comes to your love life, being a know-it-all is actually a great thing to be.
New title in the Smart Girl's Guides line of advice books. Includes quizzes, and quotes and advice from real girls. Loaded with tips and advice for getting control of your space, your belongings, your schedule, and your responsibilities#8212at home and at school. Major help with de-cluttering, starting small with a girl's backpack and locker, and then moving on to "5 zones" of her room: study, entertainment, clothing, get-ready, and sleep.
Focus on emotional well-being#8212less frustration, less stress, more calm and confident, better relationships, better performance, increased happiness with life#8212when not late or losing or forgetting things. Includes "One Small Step" sidebars throughout, to help a girl get started with each area of organization and not feel overwhelmed.
The G-spot, the powerhouse of female orgasm, is often veiled in mystery and confusion - many believing it to be nothing more than urban legend! With wit and panache, sex educator and bestselling writer Violet blue introduces readers to G-spot play. Beginning with an anatomical guide and incorporating suggestions for couple-play, positions, toys and safer sex, this guide will lead readers to thrilling new sensations and earth-shaking, bedbreaking, gale-force climaxes! Any girl can unleash her own orgasmic superpower with The Smart Girl's Guide to the G-spot.
Smart Girls Guide to Money
The Smart Girl's Guide to Polyamory
A Smart Girl's Guide, Travel
Staying Home Alone
She's on the Money
A Smart Girl's Guide
Money : how to Make It, Save It, and Spend it

Suggests games, activities, and crafts that babysitters can use to keep children entertained as well as strategies for handling difficult situations and checklists to make the job easier.
A Smart Girl's Guide, Worry
A How-To Book for a Smart Girl's Guide: Money
Love Is Not Enough: A Smart Woman’s Guide to Money
A Smart Girl's Guide to the Digital World
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